# Criteria | Roll. No. | Form No. | Name | Final Entrance Marks | Combined Rank | Qualifying Marks %/GP | Category Filled by Candidate | Cadre
---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---
1 | Entrance | 211633120268 | 22ECON1035948 | KSHITIJ SAILWAL | 72 | 54 | 77.41 | Unreserved | Non Teaching
2 | Entrance | 211633120426 | 22ECON1074580 | KSHITIJ SRIVASTAVA | 40 | 86 | 71.76 | Unreserved | Non Teaching
3 | Entrance | 211633120441 | 22ECON1091972 | RITIK BABERWAL | 35 | 91 | 68.49 | SC | Non Teaching
4 | Entrance | 211617110092 | 22ECON1116726 | ANANY LAKHERA | 98 | 28 | 81.51 | Unreserved | Non Teaching
5 | Entrance | 211632390001 | 22ECON1031981 | SHUCHITA GAUTAM | 74 | 52 | 77.53 | Unreserved | Non Teaching
6 | Entrance | 211633160107 | 22ECON1183562 | MANAS MEHTA | 64 | 62 | 78.05 | Unreserved | Non Teaching

DISCLAIMER: Qualifying Examination Marks, given in this Admission List, are provided by the applicants. The University does not take any responsibility for the accuracy of these marks. The candidate cannot claim her/his right for admission to any programme even after appearing in the Admission list of the programme if she/he fails to satisfy the minimum eligibility requirement of the respective programme in which he/she is seeking admission and satisfying other University Admission rules.

---

# Criteria | Form No. | Name | Qualifying Marks %/GP | Category Filled by Candidate | Cadre
---|---|---|---|---|---
1 | Merit | 22ECON1112424 | SNEHIL OJHA | 81.77 | Unreserved | Non Teaching
2 | Merit | 22ECON1127001 | SIDHANT PRASAD | 78.44 | OBC Non-Creamy layer | Non Teaching
3 | Merit | 22ECON1050967 | SAMIKSHA SETHI | 67.01 | Unreserved | Non Teaching
4 | Merit | 22ECON1160308 | SOUMYA SHARMA | 84.47 | Unreserved | Non Teaching
5 | Merit | 22ECON1109202 | SITHARA SININ | 80.36 | OBC Non-Creamy layer | Non Teaching
6 | Merit | 22ECON1012455 | DIKSHITA JHA | 8.57 | Unreserved | Non Teaching

DISCLAIMER: Qualifying Examination Marks, given in this Admission List, are provided by the applicants. The University does not take any responsibility for the accuracy of these marks. The candidate cannot claim her/his right for admission to any programme even after appearing in the Admission list of the programme if she/he fails to satisfy the minimum eligibility requirement of the respective programme in which he/she is seeking admission and satisfying other University Admission rules.